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Analysis of topographic and river morphometric parameters was conducted using

digital elevation models (DEMs) and field observations in order to determine the
role of variable rock resistance on topographic relief, to examine how spatially and
temporally variable rock uplift rates relate to river morphology, and to address the
degree to which uplift and erosion are in steady-state in the actively uplifting region

of the Coast Ranges and Klamath Mountains in Oregon. Four domains were
differentiated based on mapped geology and topography - the northern (~45° - 46°

N), central (-44° - 45° N), south-central (-43° - 44° N) and southern regions (-42°
- 43° N). Bedrock control, on the range scale, is indicated through the association
of higher topography with exposures of more resistant volcanic and metamorphic

rocks. Lithologic changes coincide with knickpoints on river longitudinal profiles
between the latitudes of 43° - 45° N, where rock uplift appears to be low. Rock
type seems to be a strong control on topographic relief in these regions. However,
in the southern region and less somewhat in the north, where rock uplift rates are

highest, changes in lithology along river profiles do not display significant

knickpoints. Uplift likely controls river profile form in the northern and southern
regions. Basin hypsometric integrals and drainage density values are relatively
constant in the study area except in the central region. Rivers in this region are
almost exclusively alluvial - whereas most rivers in the Coast Ranges are bedrock

or mixed bedrock-alluvial types. These low values in the central region, coupled
with the presence of alluvial channels, suggests that the topography is expressing

signals of low to no rock uplift in this region. The correspondence seen between
low uplift rates and bedrock control and high uplift rates and a transparent bedrock

signal suggests that an uplift rate threshold may exist. This has implications for

modeling topographic evolution in tectonically-active mountain belts.
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Introduction
Three parameters interact to develop the topographic form and relief of
tectonically-active mountain belts: Tectonic uplift, which works to build the
mountains; climate, which counteracts rock uplift by denuding the landscape; and
differential rock types, which exert variable resistance and extend rate-controls on
the erosional processes. Mountain belts evolve towards a balance between uplift
and erosion with time (Hack, 1960; Montgomery, 2001; Willett and Brandon,

2002). A dynamic equilibrium develops whereby the tectonic input of material is
balanced by the amount of material removed by erosional processes. In this steadystate scenario it has been shown that mountain rivers reflect the interplay between
uplift and erosion (Seeber and Gornitz, 1983; Merritts and Vincent, 1989; Whipple
and Kirby, 1998; Whipple et al., 1999; Whipple and Tucker, 1999; Hurtrez et al,

1999; Snyder et al., 2000; Whipple et al., 2000; Kirby and Whipple, 2001). But
what if rock uplift is not uniform in space and time? If variable rock types erode at
different rates under one tectonic regime will morphologic parameters in the

topography exhibit uniform equilibrium forms? Rather than testing a model for
topographic evolution this paper sets out to investigate the roles that variable uplift

and rock types play in mountain range development. Does this variability
significantly influence the landscape to the point where equilibrium cannot be seen

on the scale of the entire mountain belt? This is done in the Oregon portion of the
Cascadia subduction zone (Fig. 1) where rock type varies significantly, uplift
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Figure 1 - The regional topography and bathymetry of the Juan de Fuca-North
American plate boundary. The Juan de Fuca Plate subducts beneath North
America at about -40 mm/yr (DeMets et al., 1990). The Oregon Coast Ranges
and Klamath Mountains (CR) are the inner forearc high and lie between a marine
forearc basin (SH) to the west and a terrestrial forearc basin (WV) to the east.
The dashed white line loosely defines the outer forearc high (McNeill et al.,
2000). The boxed region is the study area (See also, Figure 2). The Olympic
Mountains (OL) and Puget Lowland (PL) are the northern analogs of the inner
forearc high and basin, respectively. Kelsey et al. (1994) attributed the high
topography in the Klamaths and Olympics to younger ocean crust in the north and
south portions of the Cascadia subduction zone. This younger crust is hotter, and
thus, possibly more bouyant. They suggest that this leads to a stronger plate
coupling in these regions and higher topography. Image courtesy of and modified
from Haugerud (1999).
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datasets at two different timescales are available and where small-scale erosional
processes suggest that the landscape is in equilibrium.

Study Area
In this study the coastal mountains of Oregon (herein referred to as the
Coast Ranges), which include the entire Oregon Coast Ranges and a portion of the

Klamath Mountains are examined (Fig. 2). These mountains are subdivided here
into four domains based on geologic, river morphologic and topographic
differences: The northern region (latitudes 46° N - 44° 45' N), the central region

(440 45'- -44° N), the south-central region (-44° N - -43° N) and the southern
region (-43° N - 42° N), which is exclusively in the Klamath Mountains.
Topographic relief and mean elevation vary considerably along the length of the

Coast Ranges as do uplift rates and bedrock geology. Separating the Coast Ranges
into domains allows for closer examination of the relative roles of rock type and
rock uplift.
Regional Tectonic Setting

The Coast Ranges represent the inner forearc high of the Cascadia

subduction zone (Fig. 1). Subduction zones, in general, are characterized by paired
marine and terrestrial highs and basins. Forearc highs are topographically elevated
regions parallel to, and between the trench and volcanic arc. Forearc high uplift is
related to upper plate deformation associated with subduction. Uplift along the
Coast Ranges is driven by the Juan de Fuca and Gorda Plate subduction beneath the

North American Plate, with compression directed on an east-west trend. Another
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Figure 2 - Shaded relief image and mean elevation map. a) Shaded relief image of the Coast
Ranges illustrating the four major domains (northern, central, south-central and southern).
SH dentoes the continental shelf and WV denotes the Willamette Valley. 30 meter data from
U.S. Geological Survey. b) Mean elevation map. Smoothing window is 30 x 30 km (the
half-width of the Coast Ranges) moving at a 1.5 km spacing. Mean elevation is moderate in
the north, low in the central and high in the south. The mean elevation map is smaller than
the shaded relief DEM because each window decreases by 1.5 km as it moves.

signal of compression is oriented north-south and is most likely caused by
the northward moving Sierra Nevada block and rotation of the Oregon block (Wells
et al., 1998; Mazzotti et al., 2002)).
Regional Topography

Mean elevation and relief vary significantly from north to south in the Coast

Ranges (Figs. 2 and 3a). In the north mean elevation is about 400-600 m. Relief
ranges from 750 m to 1000 m. The central Coast Ranges have less range in mean
elevation, from 300-400 m. Relief is considerably higher than mean elevation and
ranges between 600-1100 m. In the south-central Coast Ranges, mean elevation is
250-700 m while relief is somewhat higher at about 550-1100 m. To the south in
the Klamath Mountains mean elevation and relief rise to 700-800 m and 900-1500
m, respectively.
Bedrock Geology

A wide variety of rock types are present in the Coast Ranges (Fig. 4). The
oldest unit in the northern region is the Siletz River Volcanics (Tsr) ranging in age

from 50 - 58 ma (Duncan, 1982). These basalt flows and sills are interbedded with
minor sandstone, siltstone and conglomerate units and are thought to be due to hot-

spot volcanism on or near a spreading ridge (Duncan, 1982). Their exposure is
mostly in the north and central part of the range, although they underlie the entire

northern, central and south-central regions of the Coast Ranges. The next youngest
unit in the north is the Yamhill Formation (Ty), which is predominantly marine
siltstone and sandstone with very occasional volcanic interbeds of basalt and lapilli
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Figure 3 - Relief, mean elevation, and uplift rate profiles from latitude 42i N to 461 N. a)
Topographic relief and mean elevation profiles along a north-south transect through the crest
of the Coast Ranges. Relief and mean elevation are moderate in the northern region. In the
central region relief is moderate and mean elevation is low. Both relief and mean elevation are
low in the south-central region and high in the southern region. b) Uplift data derived from
marine terraces (black dots with error bars and dashed line)(Kelsey, 1990; Kelsey and
Bockheim, 1994; Kelsey et al., 1996) and stream incision rate data (open boxes with range-ofmeasurement bars and solid line)(Personius, 1995). Black dashed line is best-fit curve from
Kelsey et al. (1996). The gray shaded region at Cape Blanco shows nearly an order-ofmagnitude difference in uplift rate within 10 km of coast. Gray dashed line is a fit based on
the values from Personius (1995). Errors on incision data allow for a wide range of values.
Overall, the trend of high rates in the north and south somewhat mimic topographic relief.
But, generally, both the marine terrace and incision data show substantial variability. c)
Coastal geodetic uplift rates (Mitchell et al., 1994). These data also mimic the relief. Kelsey
et al. (1994) suggest that topographic form is related to the geodetic uplift rates. d) Inland
geodetic uplift rates. These rates do not mimic the coastal geodetic curve and illustrate the
gradient of uplift that must be occurring between the coastline and the terrestrial forearc basin
(Willamette Valley).
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Figure 4 - A simplified version of the 1:500,000 geologic map of Oregon showing the
major geologic units of the coastal mountains in Oregon and the shaded relief image
with outlines of the geologic contacts. The heavy dark gray line delineates the line of
cross-section in figure 7. WV = the Willamette Valley; Geologic map is modified from
Walker and MacLeod (1991).

tuff. The Tillamook Volcanics (Ttv) are basaltic flows interbedded with sandstone,
siltstone and conglomerate units. Age of the unit is 40-46 ma and it is argued that
they are related to the same tectonic event that formed the Siletz River Volcanics
(Duncan, 1982).

The Tyee Formation (Tt) covers most of the central and south-central
region. It is a turbidite sequence of alternating sands and silts that were deposited

in the middle Eocene (Snavely et al., 1964). Their source is most likely a
combination of two regions: The Klamath Mountains region and the Idaho
Batholith (Heller and Ryberg, 1983; Heller et al., 1985; Ryu and Niem, 1999).
Bedrock in the southern region (Klamath Mountains) comprises mostly metasedimentary and sedimentary rocks (Mz) deposited during the Jurassic and
Cretaceous Periods. The metamorphosed sandstones, mudstones/greywackes,

siltstones, conglomerates and ultramafics were formed in a marine environment and

accreted onto North America in the middle and late Mesozoic (Orr et al., 1992).
Plutons were emplaced after the period of accretion, which contributed to some of
the metamorphism in the Klamath lithologies.

Rock Uplift Rates
The onset of mountain building for the Oregon coastal mountains began in

the Klamath Mountains near the end of the Jurassic Period (Orr et al., 1992). The

Klamath Mountains (and Idaho Batholith) provided sediment of the Tyee
Formation turbiditic rocks. The Oregon Coast Ranges then began uplifting

sometime in the Oligocene (Orr et al., 1992), with most of the deformation
occurring in the Miocene (Christiansen et al., 1992; McNeill et al., 2000).
Rates of vertical deformation in coastal Oregon have been constrained by
uplifted marine terraces (Kennedy et al., 1982; McInelly and Kelsey, 1990; Ticknor
and Kelsey, 1992; Kelsey et al., 1994) and geodetic rates derived from the
reoccupation of benchmarks over a 45 year period and tide gauge records (Mitchell

et al., 1994). Marine terraces document uplift along the coast and provide clues
about permanent deformation in the forearc, though peaks in the data often

highlight deformation on localized coastal faults (Kelsey et al., 1994). Geodetic
rates, measured over the last -45 years, constrain vertical deformation in the
forearc during the interseismic period. Most of the geodetic uplift signal measures
elastic strain accumulating from a "locked" subduction interface. These geodetic
rates are important in understanding the strain accumulation and release patterns of
the earthquake cycle. However, it is an unresolved question whether these rates
provide the necessary constraints, in space and time for understanding the longterm uplift history with respect to the evolution of the Coast Ranges.
Marine terraces as old as 125 ka show that rock uplift rates along the coast
of Oregon are between -0.05 and 1.4 mm/yr (Fig. 3b) (Kennedy et al., 1982;

McInelly and Kelsey, 1990; Ticknor and Kelsey, 1992; Kelsey et al., 1994). Rates
are about 0.1 - 0.7 mm/yr in the north, -0.05 - 0.9 mm/yr in the central, 0.1 - 0.5
mm/yr in the south-central and 0.1 - 1.4 mm/yr in the south.

Present-day deformation rates from leveling along the coast show that uplift

rates range from --0.7 - 5.2 mm/yr (Mitchell et al., 1994). The rates are -0.5 - 2.0
mm/yr, -0.7 - 1.0 mm/yr, 0.8 -- 5.2 mm/yr and 2.0 - 4.7 mm/yr for the northern,

central, south-central and southern regions, respectively (Fig. 3c). Inland uplift
rates through the forearc basin of Cascadia (Willamette Valley, etc.) are generally

much lower than the coastal rates. The rates in the northern region are between -

1.5 - 0.9 mm/yr. Rates in the central region are between about -1.0 - 1.0 mm/yr. In
the south-central region rates are -1.2 - 1.4 mm/yr and in the southern region rates
of -1.3 - 1.2 mm/yr are measured (Fig. 3d).
Erosion of the marine terraces and geodetic-marker surfaces has been

negligible, so both datasets are considered to be measures of "rock uplift". In this
paper "uplift" and "rock uplift" are interchangeable.
Previous Studies of Uplift, Erosion and Dynamic Equilibrium in the Coast
Ranges

Previous tectonic-geomorphic studies in the Coast Ranges have argued for a

relationship between short-term (10° - 10' years) patterns of uplift and topographic

form (Rhea, 1993; Mitchell et al, 1994; Kelsey et al., 1994). Kelsey et al. (1994)
suggested that the overall topographic form of the Coast Ranges is related to
buoyancy changes from different-aged oceanic crust being subducted off the coast

of the Pacific Northwest (more youthful Gorda Plate crust is more buoyant than
Juan de Fuca crust because it is hotter). Thus, since the crust is more buoyant

beneath both the Klamath Mountains in southern Oregon and the Olympic

Mountains in Washington state, a stronger plate coupling is produced. This
coupling leads to higher short-term (interseismic) rock-uplift rates, which are

inferred to create higher mountains (Fig. 1). An important complexity not
considered, however, is that the Juan de Fuca Plate has a significant convex bend
beneath the Olympic Mountains (Crosson and Owens, 1987), which changes the
angle of subduction and could accelerate the rate of uplift and create higher

topography. Variations in rock type were considered to be negligible with respect
to differential erosion (Kelsey et al., 1994).
Other studies concerning topographic evolution and geomorphic processes

in the Coast Ranges suggest that a dynamic equilibrium exists, i.e., where uplift
balances erosion. Comparisons between hillslope erosion rates and sediment yield
are similar (Reneau and Dietrich, 1991). Moreover, these data compare well with
latitudinal trends of the long-term uplift rates from marine terraces. Bedrock river
incision rates for several rivers in the Oregon Coast Ranges have been argued to

show that dynamic equilibrium is occurring in the Coast Ranges. Holocene
bedrock river incision rates are comparable to long-term uplift rates (Personius,
1995). However, the calculated error often exceeds the measured values of incision.
Questions arise, too, about the temporal and spatial scale at which these

measurements are made. Incision rates from Personius (1995) were taken from one
to three positions on each river and, thus, are very localized. Small, localized
studies often only highlight more random processes, such as 100-year storms and

landslides, which are less significant on landscape-evolution timescales. Heimsath

et al. (2001) have shown that soil production rates and transport of the soil in a very

small basin in the Oregon Coast Ranges act in a stochastic manner. This suggests
that hillslope erosion rates and sediment budgets that relate with long-term uplift

may not be entirely indicative of a system in steady-state. Also, Holocene rates of
erosion may be higher than Pleistocene erosion rates due to a more unstable climate

in the Pacific Northwest (Wegmann and Pazzaglia, 2002). Thus, testing the steadystate hypothesis with techniques that encompass more of the landscape could

provide different results. Willett and Brandon (2002) have suggested that, although
slope processes may be quite variable as they adjust to slope changes, large-scale
topographic characteristics such as mean elevation and relief may relay information

about the nature of steady-state on the scale of an entire mountain belt. Thus, this
study may provide insight into the question of steady-state, through measures that
scale with the entire orogen.

Approach and Scope
This research takes a landscape-scale geomorphic approach to examine the
role of variable rock type on topographic relief and river longitudinal profile form.
It also examines the relationship between uplift and topography using river

morphology. These results have implications about controls on the entire
topographic form of the Coast Ranges (since rivers are intimately associated with
the topography) and allow for inferences to be made about what controls the overall
topographic relief.

This research reassesses the state of equilibrium in the Coast Ranges
through range-scale topographic measures and river longitudinal profiles.
Quantitative and qualitative measures of topography, bedrock geology, structural
geology and river longitudinal profiles are used to test the hypotheses that 1) recent
tectonic uplift dictates the relief structure or 2) rock type and/or older tectonic
structures set the relief structure for the Coast Ranges.

Specifically, long-wavelength (> - 30 km) topographic measures such as
mean elevation, relief and hypsometry as well as river profile attributes including
concavity, steepness and the general form of longitudinal profiles are used as the

basis for testing these hypotheses. These same topographic measures are compared
with bedrock geology, geologic structures, long-term (Kennedy et al., 1982;
McInelly and Kelsey, 1990; Ticknor and Kelsey, 1992; Kelsey et al., 1994) and

short-term uplift rates (Mitchell et al., 1994). This research will show that 1) rock
type can be a fundamental control on topography 2) equilibrium in the Coast
Ranges is difficult to demonstrate because the exhumation of rocks with varying

resistance exhibits substantial control on the topographic form and 3) in light of
relatively high topography, signals of low uplift rates - or no uplift - are reflected

through rivers. The study is limited to the role of rock type and tectonism. It
specifically avoids climate, though climate is clearly a significant factor that
influences topography. Climatic effects such as orographic precipitation are

undoubtedly a key component in the evolution of topography, yet with the methods
used here determining the effects of climate on the appropriate timescale is

difficult. However, since the Coast Ranges show only modest climatic variability
presently along their length (Daly and Taylor, 1996), the assumption is made that it
is not a first order control.

Theoretical Framework for Controls on River Longitudinal Profile
Development
The river longitudinal profile can be thought of as a line in space that relates

information about how a mountain belt is developing as a function of rock uplift
and erosion (Ahnert, 1970; Seeber and Gornitz, 1983; Burbank et al., 1996;

Whipple and Tucker, 1999). Thus, analysis of rivers in slope-area space can yield
interpretations about interactions between spatially-variable uplift, erosion and the

complicating factor of changing lithologies on erosion.
A popular approach to analyzing river longitudinal profile development is
through the stream-power equation coupled with a statement about conservation of
mass. The stream-power model (with various formulations) has been used in a

variety of fluvial erosion studies (Howard and Kerby, 1983; Seidl and Dietrich,
1992; Anderson, 1994; Howard, 1994) and with substitutions (see below) the
model can be constrained by parameters directly measured from slope-area data.

The model is highlighted to illustrate the variables that control profile form. The
model cannot account for every parameter that sculpts real landscapes, but it allows

for careful consideration of what major factors (uplift, rock type, climate, etc)
should affect profile form and which profile form parameters (concavity, slope,
steepness, etc) are sensitive to uplift, changing lithology and climate. The

theoretical framework is also provided because the steepness index, which has been
used as a proxy for uplift (Snyder et al., 2000; Kirby and Whipple, 2001) and is

used later in this study is easily derived from these equations. The model will be
summarized in the following text. For a more complete derviation see Whipple and
Tucker (1999) and references therein.
The detachment-limited rate at which a bedrock channel erodes can be
modeled using the stream-power equation:

E = KAmS",

(1)

where, E is erosion rate, A is contributing area, S is slope, in and n are positive
exponents and K is a dimensional coefficient of erosion which includes information

about rock resistance. The stream-power model can be coupled with a statement
about the conservation of mass given by the balance between uplift and erosion
(dz/dt), analysis of the rate of change of the riverbed elevation becomes:

dz/dt = U - E = U - KAmS",

(2)

where U is rock uplift. In steady-state, the riverbed elevation does not vary (dz/dt =
0). Therefore, equilibrium slope can be solved for and a modeled steady-state
profile can be determined:

Se =

(U/K)1/nA-m n,

(3)

where, in steady-state m/n dictates profile concavity (O) and (U/K)'/,, dictates

channel steepness. Empirical observations of the relation of m/n and (U/K)"° have
been seen in many different geologic settings (Snyder et al., 2000 and references
therein) with the stream gradient being

S = k5A-°

(4)

Both 0 (the concavity index) and k5 (the steepness index) can be taken by
regressing slope-area data. Thus, kS and O can be defined from eqs. 3 and 4;

O=m/n,

(5)

k, = (U/K)'/n,

(6)

and

if the profile is in steady-state, uplift (U) is uniform and the coefficient of erosion

(K) is uniform. From this model, it can be seen that river profile form is directly
related to uplift and that important clues about controls on the river profile can be
found by examining the rivers in slope-area space.
Previous studies have shown that O is a constant (Snyder et al., 2000;
Whipple and Tucker, 1999) and that k, mimics uplift rate for uniform K (which

I
incorporates rock type) and U (uplift) (Snyder et al., 2000; Kirby and Whipple,
2001). Thus, this research also asks 1) whether O is constant in the Coast Ranges

and 2) does ks vary with along-strike changes in U? If so, the interpretations that
the topography of the Coast Ranges relates with uplift (since the topographic form
loosely mimics uplift rate datasets) and that the Coast Ranges are in equilibrium
(Dietrich and Dunne, 1978; Reneau and Dietrich, 1991; Personius, 1995;
Montgomery, 2001) can be assessed quantitatively. If O is not constant and k, do

not mimic uplift rate, one or more of the following alternative interpretations may
explain the controls on topography more satisfactorily: i) variable rock type

strongly influences river profile form, ii) uplift rate is significantly non-uniform, or
perhaps, iii) the uplift rate datasets do not properly characterize the Coast Ranges

spatially or possibly iv) the entire Coast Ranges or specific regions are not in

dynamic equilibrium.

Methods
Long-Wavelength Topography and Geology
In this study long-wavelength (> - 35 km) topographic parameters,
structural geology and longitudinal profiles from 51 rivers draining the west flanks
of the Coast Ranges are the primary medium for analyzing topography in the Coast
Ranges (Fig. 5; and see Figs. 2 and 3).

The mean elevation map described earlier (Fig. 2) was calculated by using a

30 x 30 km window moving at a 1.5 km spacing. This essentially "smoothes" the

data and illuminates the variability within the topography. Relief was calculated
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Figure 5 - The 51 river systems in the Coast Ranges used in this study. Boxes indicate
the northern, central, south-central and southern regions discussed in text. River
names are simplified to N1-16 for northern rivers, C1-12 for the central rivers, SCI12 for the south-central rivers and S1-10 for the southern rivers. TB = Tillamook Bay,
NB = Nestucca Bay, YB = Yaquina Bay and CB = Coos Bay.

for the entire Coast Ranges. A 15 km window was used since this distance is about
the average half-width of a given drainage basin. The highest and lowest values
within that box were then differenced.
Profiles of mean elevation and relief were plotted along a line that generally

follows the drainage divide of the Coast Ranges (Fig. 3a). River profiles were
extracted from 30 in USGS DEMs using Arcinfo flow grid algorithms, which
determine the direction of flow for every pixel in a DEM by calculating the

downstream direction relative to the eight surrounding pixels. Although, artifacts
in DEMs are common, Snyder et al. (2000) have shown that when a proper
smoothing function is applied to the extracted profiles, almost no differences
between the DEM-derived profiles and profiles measured in the field are observed.
Significant knickpoints did not disappear after smoothing the profiles.
Contributing area for each river was also calculated using Arcinfo. These data were
used to construct slope-area plots in Matlab (see Appendix B), which are then used
to calculate concavity and steepness indices.
Geologic Cross-Section

A north-south geologic cross-section was constructed along the drainage
divide to illustrate major structures, along-strike variations of thickness and

exposure of rock types. The structural data were taken from three 1° x 2° geologic
maps (Niem and Niem, 1985; Walker and Duncan, 1989; Wells et al., 2000). The
1:500,000 Oregon geologic map (Walker and MacLeod, 1991) was used to fill in

any gaps between the 1° x 2° sheets. Structures smaller than - 5 km were omitted.

This method of highlighting rock type variation and structures shows, in a general
way, what subsurface features are correlable to landscape features, such as high-

relief regions and basins. The section is drawn along a line parallel to the drainage
divide, nearly perpendicular to the direction of convergence to elucidate several of
the structures in the Coast Ranges caused by north-south shortening. Illustrating
the Coast Ranges with a geologic cross-section sheds light on the degree to which
the structural form and exposure of older, more resistant rocks mimics or relates to
the topographic form.
River Profiles and Bedrock Geology

To further examine the role of changing lithologies, geologic contacts from
the 1:500,000 Oregon geologic map (Walker and MacLeod, 1991) were plotted on
the map view of each river in the study area and then translated to their longitudinal
profiles to explore bedrock relationships on convexities, or knickpoints, in river

profile forms. Since rivers dictate the rate of lowering in a landscape, examining
the role of changing lithologies in rivers can be a proxy for identifying controls by
rock type along the entire mountain range.
Drainage Basin Attributes and River Longitudinal Profiles
Morphometric properties were measured for 51 study rivers (Table 1) to

assess relationships between rivers, topography, lithology and tectonism. Also, to
quantitatively assess rock resistance, values of rock mass strength (rms) (Selby,

1980) were taken from Personius (1995). Personius (1995) analyzed several of the
lithologies in this way to calibrate incision rates. Some rivers in this study were not
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Table 1 - Morphometric properties of the 51 Coast Range Rivers. * = Long-term
uplift rates are combination of marine terrace and stream incision rates. If the
Coast Ranges are in equilibrium, then the incision rates are a proxy for uplift. The
lower box is separated because the m/n values had r-squared values less than 0.5.
These values are considered statistically insignificant. However, for the statistical
analysis later (tables 4-8) all 51 rivers are used, except for concavity (m/n) and
steepness (ks) values. The geodetic data is from Mitchell et al (1994), marine
terrace uplift data is from Kelsey et al (1994) and incision data is from Personius
(1995).
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used in the Personius (1995) work. Most of these rivers consist of the same
lithologies as the Personius (1995) study. Thus, the average rms-value of the rock
types measured by Personius (1995) were applied to the rivers in this study. No
data exists for the rock types in the southern region (Klamaths). Thus, for the rocks
in the Klamath Mountains, rms values of 70 were assigned for Mesozoic
sedimentary units (a value that encompasses a mix of massive sandstone and shale),
80 for Mesozoic metasediments, and 85 for rivers with a mix of plutonic and

metasedimentary rocks. These rms values are based on data from Selby (1980),
though are somewhat arbitrary since the exact same rock types were not present in
his study area.

Other morphologic parameters were calculated directly from DEMs such as
basin hypsometry and the hypsometric integral, drainage density, source density,

concavity and steepness. Hypsometry is a measure that expresses how much area
in a basin resides at a given elevation. The hypsometric integral can be calculated
from this. It is an expression of what percent of the basin is "missing" relative to
the total volume that would be present in the drainage system if it were entirely

filled to the tops of the interfluves. In essence, it captures how much of the
drainage basin has been altered to slopes (Ritter et al., 1995). Hypsometric
integrals were not calculated for some basins due to artifacts in the data.
Drainage density and source density were also calculated from the DEMs

for each basin. Drainage density is the ratio of the total length of streams in a given
drainage area, whereas source density is the ratio of the number of drainage sources

and the drainage area. Both are suggestive of the amount of dissection in the
topography and can be related to rock type, tectonism and precipitation.
Concavites were calculated using Matlab by smoothing DEMs,
recalculating slopes after contouring the DEM at a 10 m interval and applying
linear regressions of logarithms for slope and drainage area (Snyder et al., 2000;

Kirby and Whipple, 2001). Previous studies have observed a scaling break
between colluvial-bedrock channels and bedrock-alluvial transitions via slope-area
data generated from DEMs (Dietrich et al., 1993; Montgomery and Foufoula-

Georgiou, 1993; Snyder et al., 2000). For all the rivers in the Coast Ranges the
colluvial-bedrock transition is clearly seen between 105 m2 and 106 m2, which is

generally in agreement with field observations (see below) and previous research
(Dietrich et al., 1993; Montgomery and Foufoula-Georgiou, 1993; Snyder et al.,

2000). The bedrock-alluvial transition is, however, less obvious. Thus, the lower
cutoff was chosen based on breaks in slope-area data specific to each profile. The
size of the smoothing window for each profile was 300 in, except for the Coos, East
Fork Millicoma, Middle Fork Coquille, Siletz and Nehalem rivers which are very

large drainage systems. A 900-meter smoothing window was used instead.
Steepness indices using eqs. 4 and 5 were calculated using a fixed average

concavity from the entire study area (Snyder et al., 2000). This is similar to the
stream-gradient index derived by Hack (1973), which Merrits and Vincent (1989)
applied to the Kings Range of coastal California, because it is a measure that is

comparable between drainages with different areas. Both Snyder et al. (2000),

Kirby and Whipple (2001) and Merritts and Vincent (1989) found that steepness
(or gradient index) of the trunk stream shows a correlation to uplift rates on the
100,000 year scale.
Field Observations

Twelve of the 51 rivers in the study area were inspected on a
reconnaissance-style basis to determine the distribution of bedrock, mixed bedrock-

alluvial and alluvial channels (Fig. 6). Bedrock channels have exposed bedrock
comprising the majority of the bed, and only thin (<-1 m) alluvial cover in small
pods along the riverbed (Howard, 1998). Mixed bedrock-alluvial channels have
sporadic bedrock exposure (5-60 % of total bed area; Howard [1998]), often in
narrow stretches, whereas alluvium covers much of the bed in wider sections.

Alluvial rivers have a thick cover (>-2 m) of alluvium and exposure of bedrock is
minimal or nonexistent. In most cases, rivers with roads alongside or near them
were chosen because of accessibility. Thus, some bias in these reconnaissance-type
observations exists since, roads are often constructed along areas where the

substrate is least resistant and slopes are the lowest. However, a systematic pattern
of channel-types from region to region is observed from which meaningful
interpretations can be based.

Generally, rivers in the north are mixed bedrock-alluvial channels (Fig. 6a).
Exposure of bedrock in the streambed is occasional, most often occurring in

thalwegs. Headwater regions are mostly alluvial whereas mixed channels are
observed downstream until the range front. Rivers in the central region are unusual
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a) Northern Region - The NesWcca River

b) Central Region The Yagulna River

C) South-Central Region - The Smith River

d) South-Central Region - Camp Creek

The East Fk. Millicoma River

0 Southern Region - The North Fork Sixes River

Figure 6 - Photographs of several of the Coast Range rivers illustrating the dominant
channel types. a) Nestucca River. The common mixed bedrock-alluvial channel in the

northern region. Exposures of bedrock is common but gravel bars and boulders are
pervasive. b) Yaquina River. The common river morphology in the central Coast
Ranges: Large alluvial valleys and fill terraces. c) Smith River. An example of the large
geologically-controlled knickpoints in the Tyee Sandstone. The knickpoint is about 2
meters in height. d) Camp Creek. Bed morphology pervasive in the south-central Coast
Range rivers where it is bedrock with occasional boulders and large pods of sand in bed
and on channel sides. e) East Fork Millicoma River. Potholes are a common feature in
riverbeds flowing in Tyee Sandstone. f) The North Fork Sixes River. Groove cast
illustrating a common style of bed erosion in the Coast Range rivers.

for mountain rivers. The headwater reaches are either mixed bedrock-alluvial or

entirely alluvial (Fig. 6b). Within about 10 km downstream the river valleys
broaden into large alluvial valleys with the development of meanders common. It is

unusual in the context that that this is observed on the "crest" of the range. Most
mountain rivers are bedrock and mixed bedrock-alluvial channels.
Rivers in the south-central region have a common channel type from the

headwaters to the mouth (Fig. 6c-e). The first three to five km show alluviummantled bedrock channels. Downstream, the rivers flow almost exclusively on
bedrock, with minor pods of alluvium in meanders and occasional deposits of thin

sand covering the bed. This channel type is usually observed downstream to the
range front, which is often coincident with the extent to which tides influence the

river. Rivers in the southern region are bedrock channels in the headwaters (Fig.
6f). The transition to a mixed bedrock-alluvial channel is observed within 10 km
downstream of the headwaters. It was difficult to access rivers in the southern
region (only two rivers examined in the field), but slope-area data suggest that
rivers are probably bedrock-dominated between drainage areas of 105 m2 - 107 m2.

This is within range of the commonly observed scaling breaks for mountain rivers
(Dietrich et al., 1993; Montgomery and Foufoula-Georgiou, 1993; Snyder et al.,
2000).
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Results

Structural data
The north-south geologic cross-section reveals a number of longwavelength anticlines and synclines along the length of the Coast Ranges (Fig. 7).

Anticlinal structures expose the Siletz River Volcanic basement rocks in three
locations in the north and central regions. Synclines often contain sedimentary

lithologies.
The thinning of Tyee and Yamhill sediments as they near some of the Siletz
River outcrops in the anticlinal regions on the cross-section suggests that the Siletz

River Volcanics were already somewhat topographically elevated during deposition
of these sediments. Subaerial basalt flows in the Siletz River Volcanics (Duncan,
1982) also suggest that these regions were initially above sea level; whereas the
Tyee Formation and other sediments in the Coast Ranges were deposited below sea

level.

River Longitudinal Profiles and Geologic Contacts

The presence of knickpoints, or, convexities is common in the Coast Range

river longitudinal profiles extracted from DEMs. Any longitudinal profile
extracted from DEMs produces a stair-stepped profile determined by the horizontal

and vertical resolution of the digital data. Thus, a definition of a knickpoint for this
analysis is in order. The horizontal resolution of the data used here is 30 in and the
vertical resolution is 1 in. Therefore, any "knickpoint" in the extracted longitudinal
profile smaller than 30 in in length and 1 in in height is excluded because it is
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meaningless. Even so, with this scaling break, the number of steps on a given
longitudinal profile is considerable. Thus, the method for determining knickpoints
used here was done by superimposing the geologic contacts from the 1:500,000
Oregon geologic map (Walker and MacLeod, 1991) on the longitudinal profiles of

the rivers. When a significant knickpoint (- 25 in in elevation and usually >- 500
in in length) was associated with a change in lithology, it was then considered to be

real and lithologically related. For rivers that flow within only one lithology, any
large convexity (- 25 in in elevation and usually >- 500 in in length) that deviates
from an otherwise concave form is also considered a knickpoint.
Overall, controls on the form of river longitudinal profiles from lithologic

changes are variable. In the north, rivers seem to show no consistent pattern of
rock type controls on river profile form (Table 2 and Figs. 8a, b). For example,
both the North Fork Kilchis River and the North Fork Salmonberry River flow over

the same mapped lithology (Tillamook Volcanics). The North Fork Kilchis River
shows a concave form without significant knickpoints but the North Fork
Salmonberry River has three convexities over 50 in in height and longer than 1 km
(Fig. 9).

In the central region, smoothly concave river longitudinal profiles are

common (Table 2 and Figs. 10a, b). Rivers in this region flow over Tyee
Formation and are mostly alluvial. Thus, concave forms would be expected as the
channels assume the "graded" channel form common to alluvial rivers. The
knickpoints in the North Fork Alsea River and East Fork Lobster Creek are due to

Riven with Knfclroolnts Rivers with Knidipolnts
associated with Changes within Ono Lithology
In Llthology
Wilson R.
Nestucca R.

Wolf Cr
North Fork Salmonberry R.

Little Nestucca R.
South Fork Schooner Cr.
Siletz R.
East Fork Lobster Cf.
North Fork Alsea R.

Rlvem without
RJv rs without
Knlcicpe its In Muttlple Knldcpolnts within
On Limology
Ltthologles
Nehalern R.

North Fork Trask R.
Salmon R.
Drift Cr.
Euchre Cr.

Cook Cr.
North Fork Kilchis R.

East Beaver Cr.
Neskowin Cr.

Little Rock Cr.
Yaquina R.
Elk Cr.

North Fork Beaver Cr.
Drift Cr. (Alsea R.)
Fish to Lake Cr.

CENTRAL REGION

Sam Cr.
Knowles Cr.

Maple Cr.
Fiddle Cr.

Camp Creek
Middle Fork Coquille R
Fourmile Cr.
East Fork Millicoma R.'

SOUTH-GENTRAL REGION

North Fork Smith R.'
West Fork Smith R.

Big Cr.

Smith R.
Coos R.

North Fork Coquille R.
East Fork Coquille R.
Middle Cr.'
Rock Cr.'

SOUTHERN REGION

F

South Fork Lobster Cr."
Silver Cr."
Hunter Cr.*'

Floras Cr.
Sixes R.
Elk R.
Pistol R.

Chetoo R.
East Fork Winchuck R.

Shasta Costa Cr

These rivers flow through multiple Iithdogies but knidcpoints are not associated with
the lithologic changes.
Rivers flow through multiple Ihhologies. knidcpdnts are not associated with the
IiBiologic changes and the overall form of these three rivers are similar. This could
suggest a tectonic origin for the knickpoints.

Table 2 - Table summarizing the nature of knickpoints in the four subregions of the Coast Ranges. Rivers in the
north show no systematic pattern for or against rock type control on profile forms. The central region rivers only
show knickpoints due to Siletz River Volcanic - Tyee Formation contacts. However, most of the rivers do not
show knickpoints at all. The south-central rivers are characterized by a large number of knickpoints, despite the
fact that they travel exclusively through sedimentary lithologies of similar rock mass strength. The southern
region rivers have knickpoints but are usually not associated with mapped changes in lithology.
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Figure 8 - Rivers in the northern region of the study area. a) A profile in the
northern region (Wilson River) with geologic contacts superimposed on the river
profile. Contacts are not actually vertical. The vertical lines are only there to
show what unit the river flows across. A large convexity coincident with a
volcanic-sedimentary contact is seen in this example. However, downstream,
most profiles do not show irregularities (such as this example) due to volcanicsedimentary contacts. See Walker and MacLeod (1992) for unit descriptions. b)
Longitudinal profiles with relief (upper left-hand corner) in meters and river
length (lower right-hand corner) in kilometers. See Figure 5 for locations.
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Figure 9 - Longitudinal Profiles of the North Fork
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Figure 10 - Rivers in the central region of the study area. a) A profile in the
central region (Elk Creek) with lithology superimposed on the river profile. The
river travels entirely in Tyee Formation sandstones and siltstones, as is the case
with most of the rivers in the central region. This profile does not illustrate the
nature of the riverbed. This and most other rivers in this region are alluvial rivers,
unlike their south-central counterparts flowing over the same rock type (Fig. 9).
See Walker and MacLeod (1992) for unit descriptions. b) Normalized profiles of
the central region rivers with relief (upper left-hand corner) in meters and river
length (lower right-hand corner) in kilometers. See Figure 5 for locations.
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lithologic changes from volcanic (Siletz River Volcanics) to sedimentary rocks
(Tyee Formation).

River longitudinal profiles in the south-central region show the greatest
number of knickpoints and irregularities, though the Tyee Formation covers almost

the entire region (see Fig. 3). Some rivers in this region show knickpoints related
to the change from Yamhill Formation (Ty) and Bateman Formation (Tss) to Tyee

Formation. But many knickpoints are seen in the profiles of rivers flowing entirely
in Tyee Formation (Table 2 and Figs. 11 a, b).

In the south, several river longitudinal profiles have knickpoints, but they
are rarely related to mapped lithologic changes and are not pervasive throughout

the region (Table 2 and Figs. 12a, b). A few rivers in the region flow from
Mesozoic to Tertiary lithologies yet do not show consistent knickpoints due to this
change.

The analysis of longitudinal profile knickpoints with regard to rock type

shows that three types of knickpoints are most common: Knickpoints due to a
lithologic change between Siletz River Volcanics and Tyee Formation in the
northern and central regions; lithologic changes between Tyee Formation and other
Eocene sediments such as the Yamhill, Bateman and Lookingglass (Tmsc in
profiles and cross-section) Formations in the south-central region; and, knickpoints

entirely in the Tyee Formation in the south-central region. The most important
observation is that the central and south-central regions show distinctly different
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Figure 11 - Rivers of the south-central region. a) Longitudinal profile of the East
Fork Coquille River with geologic contacts superimposed on profile. Large
irregularities and knickpoints in the Tyee Fm (Tt) as well as other irregularities
associated with contacts between Tt and other Tertiary units in the south-central
region. Although both the central and south-central regions are dominated by Tt,
the rivers in the south-central are bedrock channels - unlike the rivers in the
central region which are mostly alluvial rivers. See Walker and MacLeod (1992)
for unit descriptions. b) Longitudinal profiles of the south-central region rivers
with relief (upper left-hand corner) in meters and river length (lower right-hand
corner) in kilometers. See Figure 5 for locations.
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Figure 12 - Rivers in the southern region. a) Longitudinal profile of the Chetco
River with geologic contacts superimposd onto profile. This is the typical
profile in the southern region. Irregularities in profiles are not common. If there
are irregularities, they are often not associated with geologic contacts - except
when Tertiary/Mesozoic contacts are involved, which is not common. See
Walker and MacLeod (1992) for unit descriptions. b) Normalized profiles for
the southern region with relief (upper-left-hand corner) in meters and river
length (lower right-hand corner) in kilometers. See Figure 5 for locations.
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profile forms, though rivers in both regions often flow exclusively through the Tyee
Formation.
Normalized River Profiles

Normalization of river profiles for each of the four regions allow for a

visual comparison of the range of scatter in each domain. In the north, normalized
river profiles show that about half the rivers show a similar form and the other half

deviate considerably from a typical concave form (Fig. 13a). In the central region,
where the Tyee Formation is the dominant lithologic unit, the river profiles show a

relatively uniform and tight clustering of concave profiles (Fig. 13b). This region
has mostly alluvial channels. Thus, it is not surprising that the profiles would
assume the form of a graded, concave channel. In the south-central region the
normalized river profiles show the greatest degree of scatter (Fig. 13c). As stated
earlier, this region is entirely in sedimentary rocks with similar rock mass strength

values. Some scatter exists among profiles in the southern region, although, the
majority of the profiles show a similar concave form (Fig. 13d).
Discussion

Lithologic Controls on Topographic Relief
Examination of structural geology, downstream lithologic variations along
rivers and normalization of rivers profiles is an integration of datasets in order to
arrive at determining whether rock type has controls on the topographic relief
structure of the Coast Ranges. The correspondence of high topography and

anticlinal cores exposing Siletz River Volcanics clearly illustrates that high
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Figure 13 - Normalized longitudinal profiles for the four subregions of the Coast
Ranges. Individual rivers are not labelled because the point of these figures is to
examine the degree of scatter among the four domains. a) Profiles in the northern
region of the Coast Ranges show a moderate amount of scatter between the 16
rivers in this region. Only a few rivers deviate from the typical concave form and a
fairly consistent "concavity" is observed. b) Profiles in the central region of the
Coast Ranges show a strong clustering of profile form. Only the North Fork Alsea
River (see Fig. 10, part. b and Fig. 13) shows a significant profile irregularity - in
this case, due to a sedimentary-volcanic contact between Tyee Formation and Siletz
River volcanics. c) Profiles of the south-central region illustrating the wide range of
profile forms and the distinct irregularities in profies of this region eventhough rock
type is almost exclusively sedimentary. d) Profiles for the southern region (Klamath
Mountains). Overall, the rivers in this region have similar profile forms. Only four
rivers strongly deviate from the concave form. Like the northern rivers, the southern
rivers show a similar concavity when normalized.
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topography is related to more resistant rocks. However, thinning of Tyee and
Yamhill sediments as they near anticlinal cores suggest that some of the folding in
the north and central regions may have been initiated prior to or during the

deposition of the Tyee Formation. Thus, from the cross-section alone it is difficult
to isolate whether the shortening that created the anticlines or, conversely, the more
resistant material in the anticline leads to higher topography.

Rivers, as stated earlier, account for 80-90% of the relief in mountain belts
(Whipple et al., 1999) and are the key feature in the landscape that sets the rate of

lowering in the mountain belt. If rivers erode the Siletz River Volcanics (and other
volcanic units) at a lower rate than the sedimentary rocks (Fig. 14), it seems likely
that rock type is a strong control on topography in the lower northern and central

regions where the Siletz River Volcanics are widely exposed. By combining the
structural data that illustrates that the Siletz River Volcanics correspond with higher
topography and river profile data, which shows that knickpoints are often due to
contacts between the Siletz River Volcanics and sedimentary rocks these data
suggest that more resistant rocks produce higher topography - regardless of older
tectonic events that may have brought the Siletz River Volcanics to higher
elevations in the anticlines.

It is difficult to isolate the role of rock type in the south-central region from
the cross-section alone since bedrock in the region is entirely sedimentary and the

topography is characterized by low relief. Yet the river profiles illustrate that
knickpoints are common to both lithologic changes between different units and
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within the Tyee Formation. Since relief and slope (Montgomery, 2001) are low,
erosional processes controlled by slope are likely happening at a low rate. Thus,
rivers would have difficulty eroding more resistant units, which would highlight

lithologic changes and display more irregular longitudinal profiles. The river
profiles suggest a strong rock type control in the south-central region.
Although rivers in the southern region cross several contacts between
metamorphosed and unmetamorphosed Tertiary - Mesozoic sedimentary rocks,

knickpoints in the longitudinal profiles show little relation to lithologic changes. It
seems possible that the metamorphic rocks in the southern region are more resistant

with respect to the other regions. But since the region was a paleo-topographic
high relative to the other regions of the Coast Ranges (and one of the sources of the
Tyee Formation) it is difficult to determine if a more resistant rock type is

responsible for the higher topography. It could be argued that since slopes and
relief are high (Montgomery, 2001) gravity-driven erosional processes are vigorous
enough to remove most of the material in their path regardless of variations in
resistances.

The normalization of profiles shows that profile forms within the northern

and southern regions are similar, although variation in rock type is considerable. In
the central region, a strong similarity between profiles is observed. However, in
the south-central region, where many of the rivers flow entirely in sedimentary

rocks similar to the central region, profile form varies considerably (Fig. 13c). The
primary difference between the central and south-central region is that rock uplift in
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the central region may be extremely low - or possibly subsiding - while in the

south-central region uplift is low, but positive. The stair-stepped form seen in
profiles of the south-central region are not artifacts of the DEM data but real

knickpoints controlled by lithologic heterogeneity. The likely explanation for the
uniformity of profiles in the central region is alluviation and aggradation of the

channels (discussed in detail later). The channels are filled with sediment, which
has probably buried and covered the knickpoints. An alternate explanation could
be that grain size and cementation properties in the Tyee Formation change
systematically further from its original source in the southeast; or, the two sources
(the Klamath Mountains and the Idaho Batholith) produced significant variation in
grain size and cementation properties that would lead to differences in erosional
resistance.
Quantitative Drainage Basin and River Profile Analysis
Hypsometry

Hypsometry of the river basins shows that the mean elevation of each basin

is similar to the mean elevation calculated by smoothing the DEM (Table 1). Some
basins do not capture the entire half-width of the mountain range and, thus, do not

correlate with mean elevation from the DEM. The averages of the hypsometric
integrals in the sub-regions are 0.404, 0.331, 0.382 and 0.402 for the north, central,
south-central and south, respectively (Table 3).

Coast Ranges

Hyps. Integral Avg.
Hyps.int. Std. Dev.
Drainge Density Avg.
Drainage Density Std. Dev.
Source Dens. Avg.
Source Density Std. Dev.
m/n Avg.
m/n Std. Dev.

0.389
0.079
1.927
0.087
2.429
0.141
0.700
0.232

northern

central
0.404
0.061
1.962
0.076
2.482
0.146
0.636
0.171

0.331
0.096
1.863
0.069
2.299
0.158
0.775
0.235

south-central
southern
0.382
0.402
0.093
0.076
1.946
1.922
0.056
0.118
2.446
2.479
0.067
0.088
0.789
0.612
0.308
0.178

Table 3 - Averages and standard deviations of the major morphometric
properties. The hypsometric integral and drainage density in the
central region are notably lower than in the surrounding regions.
Concavity (m/n) values are not constant along the entire Coast Ranges.
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Drainage Density and Source Density

Drainage density is a measure of the length of channels per unit drainage

area. Higher values indicate more dissected topography. Source density is a
measure of the number of sources contributing to the drainage basin and is also a

reflection of the amount of dissection of the topography. Generally, the dissection
of topography is dependent on uplift, rock type and climate. Higher uplift rates
develop more dissected topography; more resistant rock leads to less dissection in
the topography and more vigorous precipitation yields more dissected topography.
Throughout the study area the drainage density is constant between 1.92 1.96 km-2 (Table 3). However, the central region is lower at 1.86 km-2. Source

density is between 2.43 - 2.48 km2 except for the central region, where it is
somewhat lower at 2.3 km2.

Implications of Low Hypsometric Integrals and Drainage Densities

in the Central Region
The values of the hypsometric integral and drainage density appear to be

relatively constant for the entire Coast Ranges except the central region. The
anomalous values in the central region suggest that the processes shaping the
landscape (tectonics and/or climate) may be acting differently in the central region
than in the other parts of the Coast Ranges.

The central region's average hypsometric integral of 0.331 is notably lower.
If the northern, central and south-central regions of the Coast Ranges formed at the
same time it suggests that the central-region basins have the most material removed
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from them. The factors influencing the hypsometric integral are rock type,
tectonics and climate. The low values in the central region suggest that either rock
type is much less resistant than other regions in the Coast Ranges, precipitation is
much more vigorous in the central Coast Ranges or less material is being

contributed into the system from tectonism. If the latter is the case, erosion from
precipitation is the primary landscape-forming process occurring over landscape-

forming timescales. The low rates of both marine terrace and geodetic uplift rates
support the interpretation that little or no input from tectonics has been occurring.
The low values of drainage and source density in the central region could
also be attributable to lower uplift rates, relative to the surrounding regions, less
precipitation or more resistant rocks which would all likely form less-dissected

topography. In the Coast Ranges, climatic variation is most likely negligible on the
scale of the entire west side of the mountain range. Since the central region
consists of volcanic and sedimentary rocks, the values of drainage density for the
central region ought to be similar to the range of values in the mixed volcanic-

sedimentary northern region. This is not the case. Thus, it seems more feasible
that a tectonic phenomenon is producing these low values in the central region.
However, the low values of drainage density (suggestive of less dissection)
are in apparent contrast with the hypsometric data (suggestive of more erosion) in

the central region. A plausible interpretation combining both datasets is that, if the
central region is uplifting at a very low rate, or subsiding, erosion exceeds tectonic

input and topography is lowering. The system needs to change less in its attempts
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to equilibrate since no input of material is occurring. Whereas, in the other regions
uplift is likely occurring, even if it is slow, and both input and output of material is
occurring through uplift and erosion. This interaction between uplift and erosion
leads to a more dynamic environment in which the topography is changing to

accommodate the input of material. This more dynamic environment would likely
have higher drainage densities. Thus, the lower drainage densities in the central
region may be a signal in the topography suggesting much less input from tectonics
(i.e., lower uplift rates than in the surrounding regions) over landscape-forming
timescales.
Results from Concavity and Steepness Analysis

River Profile Concavity (0)
Concavities of river profiles were derived in order to quantitatively compare
longitudinal profile forms relative to along-strike variations in tectonic uplift and/or

rock type. Concavities derived from other studies range from 0.3 - 0.6 (Hack,
1957; Flint, 1974; Willgoose et al., 1990; Tarboton et al., 1991; Moglen and Bras,
1995; Slingerland et al., 1998; Snyder et al., 2000) and are often assumed to be
constant in stream-power based models of longitudinal profiles development.
The average concavity was derived from regressing slope-area plots, using

rivers that had r-squared values greater than 0.5. The average concavity for the 44
rivers is 0 = 0.70 (Table 3). This is higher than the typical range, yet lower than the
previously published value of 0 = 1.0 calculated from rivers in the south-central

region (Seidl and Dietrich, 1992). However, methods of extracting 0 differ with
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that of the work done by Seidl and Dietrich (1992). They plotted the ratio of main
trunk and tributary slope versus main trunk and tributary area to arrive at 0 = 1.0.

This study analyzes only the main trunk stream data. Also, this analysis spans
across the entire coastal mountain region in Oregon whereas, their study only
encompassed the south-central region.

The overall pattern for concavities in the Coast Ranges is moderate in the
north, high in the central and south-central region and low in the south - inverse to

topography. A substantial amount of variability exists in each region, however. In
the north the average concavity is 0 = 0.636 while the range of values is between
0.42 and 1.0. The average r-squared for all the river concavities in the region is

0.82 and the average error is 0.12. The central region's average concavity is O =
0.77 with a range between 0.48 and 1.1. Average r-squared and error are 0.81 and
0.15, respectively. The south-central region average is 0 = 0.79 with a range
between 0.38 and 1.3. The average r-squared value is 0.76 and average error is

0.20. The southern region average concavity is 0 = 0.612 and has a range between
0.36 and 0.97. Average r-squared and error values are 0.83 and 0.09, respectively.
Steepness Index, k

Steepness is similar to the stream-gradient index (Hack, 1973; Merritts and
Vincent, 1989) and has been shown to correlate with uplift rate (Merritts and

Vincent, 1989; Snyder et al., 2000; Kirby and Whipple, 2001). It is calculated by
taking the y-intercept from the slope-area data for each profile. In essence, it is the
slope of the river when the drainage area is equal to zero. It is necessary to fix the
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concavity to one value for all the streams or else the steepness index would only
highlight scatter in each of the given slope-area plots (Snyder et al., 2000).
Steepness, k, was calculated for the 44 rivers using the average of 0 = 0.70.
Steepness is moderate in the north, low in the central, moderate in the

south-central and high in the south (Table 1). This generally mimics the relief
structure of the mountain belt as expected (Fig. 15).
Discussion of Concavity and the Steepness Index

Concavity seems to be independent of topographic, tectonic and lithologic

parameters. At the same time it is not constant in the study area. This could be due
to a combination of spatially variable uplift and rock type. However, it also does
not appear to be constant in the south-central region where rock type is more
homogeneous.

The steepness data shows some relationship with uplift in the northern and

central regions (Fig. 15). In the other regions, however, variations in lithology
could contribute to the scatter of steepness indices. In the south-central region,
where the rock type is entirely sedimentary (arguably homogeneous), steepness
does not mimic uplift. Since the steepness index eliminates the variability due to

basin size, scaling discrepancies cannot explain the lack of relationship with uplift
in the south-central region.
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Figure 15 - Steepness index (squares) plotted with relief, mean elevation, geodetic
uplift rate and marine terrace uplift/stream incision rates against latitude. The
steepness index has been used as a proxy for uplift (Snyder et al., 2000; Kirby and
Whipple, 2001). In the Coast Ranges it has been suggested that the form of the
topography is related to geodetically-derived uplift rates as evidenced by the
similarity in the topographic form and the form of the geodetic uplift curve (also see
Fig. 3)(Kelsey et al., 1994). Steepness, ks, generally mimics both the relief and
mean elevation. However, in the south-central region, topography, geodetic uplift
and steepness deviate from each other considerably. The geodetic data also varies
from ks in the central region significantly. Note different vertical scales for relief and
mean elevation.

5

Discussion
Role of Bedrock:
Does Spatially Variable Rock Type Have a Signal Reflected in the System?
In a broad sense, the structural geologic cross-section illuminates rock type as a

significant contributor to higher topography along the entire length of the Coast

Ranges (Figs. 16 and 7). Knickpoints associated with Siletz River Volcanic sedimentary contacts (the lower portion of the northern region and the central

region) highlight the control of bedrock at the scale of individual drainages.
Knickpoints in the south-central region are abundant but are not exclusively related

to lithologic changes. Whether rock resistance plays an important role in the region
is less clear because it is covered almost exclusively with sedimentary units. This
study did not differentiate between types of sedimentary rocks. Changes from a
massive sandstone to a shale, for instance, could very likely be linked to many of
the knickpoints seen in the south-central region.

Role of Uplift:
Does Uplift Demonstrate Notable Signs in the Topography?
Knickpoints in the southern region and the northern region, to a certain extent
are insensitive to changes in lithology. Therefore, both these regions are showing
signs that rock resistance is not a first-order control and that uplift rate may exert

the dominant control on river profiles. Both regions correspond with uplift rates
near or greater than 1 mm/yr on both the 10° and 105 timescales, whereas, in the

central and south-central regions uplift is generally lower. A "threshold" controlled
by uplift rate may exist wherein below a certain uplift rate, rivers are particularly
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sensitive to variations in bedrock resistance. In the case of the central region,
erosion of the channel is effectively "shut off' leading to widespread storage of
material. The question then arises, "why doesn't the south-central region have
alluvial channels like the central region, since both are dominated by the sandstone-

siltstone dominated Tyee Formation?" Howard (1998) suggests that sandstones
erode most commonly only sand-sized particles that are easy to entrain and suspend

in the river. Thus, a sediment size is important in how a river channel evolves.

Model for the Topographic Evolution of the Central Region
By combining the field observations of channel types, averages of the
hypsometric integral and calculation of drainage density it is clear that the central

region stands out morphologically and tectonically from the other regions. Both
the marine terrace and geodetically-derived uplift rate datasets show that uplift is

lowest in this region. The alluvial channels in this region indicate that the carrying
capacity of these rivers does not balance the amount of material being contributed

from the hillslopes. This can be attributed to either a major change in hillslope
production rates, a very short-lived vigorous climatic episode that removed
sediment from the hillslopes but could not evacuate the material all the way out of

the system, or a change in uplift rate in the last ~100,000 years. A change in
hillslope production rates could be invoked by erosion through one sedimentary

unit to another: for instance, eroding through a widely distributed sandstone unit
into a mudstone unit. If this was the case, the mudstone would likely alter to soil
more quickly, thus yielding more material that could be easily moved into the

fluvial system. A vast amount of sandstone outcrops, however, argues against this.
A sudden climatic episode that removed hillslope material into the fluvial system
likely did occur in the Holocene (Personius et al, 1993; Personius, 1995).
However, it seems unlikely that this would create alluvial valleys only in the

central region. Thus, the model used to describe how the alluviation of the central
region occurred is through a rate change in uplift.
Figure 17 shows that where geodetic rates are zero (or negative) alluvial

channels are present. The peak in terrace uplift rates, although due to a localized
uplift on a fault (Kelsey et al., 1994), could suggest that around 100,000 ka uplift

rates may have been higher in the central region. A schematic model for how the
landscape could evolve to create alluvial rivers, low hypsometric integrals and low
drainage densities is presented in Figure 18.

During the major mountain-building episode for the Coast Ranges, higher

uplift rates led to significant relief. Then, at some later time, uplift was "shut off"
or decreased and less material was input into the system. Since relief is still
substantial in this region, the alluviation of rivers is interpreted as a response of the

hillslopes and rivers to no uplift. In other words, the pronounced relief and steep
slopes in the central Coast Ranges send material into the river basins but, with no
change in base level, the rivers cannot sufficiently remove the material delivered

from the hillslopes out of the system. Therefore, uplift and erosion become
unbalanced and the central Coast Ranges are not likely to be in steady-state on
timescales defined by the age of the alluvium.
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Figure 17 - Map showing the extent of the Tyee Formation (tan) and dominant
channel-bed morphologies versus uplift rates along the coastal margin in Oregon. In
the north, geodetic uplift rates are moderate and the channel-bed type is mixed
bedrock-alluvial. In the central region where rock type is almost exclusively Tyee
Formation, uplift rates are the lowest and in places negative (subsiding). Alluvial
channels (light blue) are the dominant channel form. In the south-central, rock type is
also Tyee Formation yet rivers are predominantly bedrock channels. Uplift rates are
still generally low in the south-central region but they are positive. In the southern
region, where uplift rates are high, mixed bedrock-alluvial channels are observed.
Geodetic uplift data from Mitchell et al. (1994) and marine terrace uplift is from
Kelsey et al. (1994).
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Figure 18 - Diagrammatic model of central Coast Ranges evolution. a) During the
initial mountain building stages in the Coast Ranges (Miocene time) uplift and
erosion are in equilibrium. Rivers maintain slopes that allow removal of material
coming into the system. However, when uplift slows (b) remnant high topography is
left behind. This "high" topography produces a similar volume of sediment and
rivers are no longer able to remove the amount of material contributed from
hillslopes since carrying capacity of the rivers are reduced because base level is no
longer changing. The landscape becomes eroded continuously without as much input
of material from uplift. Drainage densities decrease since the topography is no
longer "forcing" itself upward.

Do Coastal Rates of Uplift Represent Basin-Wide Rates?

The marine terrace and geodetic uplift datasets have been used for

comparison with the topographic form and evolution of the Coast Ranges. The
study of rivers in this research has shown that, overall, rivers and uplift do not show
clear relationships like other tectonic-fluvial studies have shown (Seeber and
Gornitz (1983); Merritts and Vincent (1989); Snyder et al., (2000); Kirby and

Whipple (2001); Hurtrez et al., (1999)). These studies took place in regions
characterized by more constant uplift rates. The Coast Ranges are part of the
Cascadia subduction zone. Forearcs of subduction zones, in general, are regions
that undergo extended periods of uplift punctuated by a large release of stored
energy and instantaneous subsidence during the course of a single seismic

(earthquake) cycle. Thus, the geodetic uplift rates, which measure the strain
accumulation between earthquakes, and the marine terrace uplift rates, which most
often capture local deformation on individual faults, and less so long-term uplift,
are difficult to use as proxies for uplift of the mountains along the Cascadia margin

in a timescale appropriate to landscape evolution. Moreover, the spatial extent that
these datasets capture is limiting. Deformation along the coastline is in no way
indicative of deformation along the drainage divide. A direct comparison of these
two uplift rate datasets and the topography may be too bold for these reasons. Yet,
at the same time certain morphologic measurements and observations may contain

a demonstrable signal of spatially-variable uplift rate. For example, very little rock
type controls on river profiles occur in the north and south, where uplift is highest.

As well, knickpoints due to lithology in the south-central region and alluvial

channels in the central region may signify low or negligible uplift rates. Knowing
how and when to use these rates in understanding topographic evolution in a

subduction zone is difficult. If data on long-term exhumation from
geochronometers such as fission-track ages and U-Th/He dating is done, an
understanding of landscape evolution at relevant timescales and more appropriate

spatial scales (the core of the mountain belt) is attainable. A key future objective is
measurement of exhumation and exhumation rates using low closure temperature
thermochronometers.
Steady-State in the Coast Ranges

A balance between uplift and erosion in the Coast Ranges is difficult to

demonstrate. The imbalance between hillslopes and the fluvial system in the
central region exemplify this. The variable uplift rate, in space and time, along this
or any subduction zone also hinders erosional processes from equilibrating with

uplift. The southern region (Klamath Mountains) is an older topographic system.
Because of this, the topography may not directly reflect tectonic events associated
with deformation in the North American Plate related to Juan de Fuca Plate
subduction over the past million years.
River Profile Modeling in Subduction Zone Forearc Highs

Among the many issues this research set out to address, one was to use the

stream-power model to examine the relative roles of uplift rate and rock resistance
(U and K, respectively; eq. 2), since they control river longitudinal profile form.

Concavity and steepness are two profile attributes that allow for the importance of

uplift rate relative to rock resistance to be inferred. In regions where rock type is
homogeneous, concavity shows small variability and steepness follows uplift rate

(Snyder et al., 2000). Thus, trends in concavity and steepness in the Coast Ranges
ought to reflect spatially-variable uplift rate. If the steepness index does not vary
with uplift rate then either rock type is a significant influence, the channels are not
in equilibrium (as defined by eq. 3) or uplift rate is not represented by the marine
terrace or geodetic datasets. The findings here show that 1) for a given uplift rate
constant concavity is not seen in the Coast Ranges and 2) in the south-central

region, where rock type could be considered homogeneous, concavity is not

constant and steepness does not mimic uplift rate. This may indicate that uplift rate
is too variable in space and time in this subduction zone setting. If the mountain
belt experiences periods of uplift punctuated by periods of subsidence on a

recurrence interval of - 500 years (Kelsey et al., 2002) - a common phenomenon
associated with subduction zones - then interactions between eroding slopes and

rivers would be complex over a timescale relevant to landscape evolution. River

profiles would likely struggle to equilibrate into a concave form. River profile
modeling with an along-profile differential uplift function has been done (Kirby

and Whipple, 2001). However, no river profile model has taken into account the
strain accumulation and release pattern common to subduction zones, i.e.,

integrating the accumulation-release pattern every 500 years over a time period

appropriate to the evolution of a river channel. In general, the stream-power model

- or any other river incision model that needs "steady-state" as a boundary
condition - is difficult to apply specifically in the Coast Ranges because of a lack of
knowledge of uplift rates on the appropriate spatial and temporal scales, the
relationship of topography with rock type, and the overall non-constant concavity
and lack of correlation of k, with known uplift datasets.
Conclusions

Through structural geology, topography and river morphology this study

addressed the questions: What role does lithology play in controlling the
topographic relief structure and river profile form in the Coast Ranges and, in what

ways do rivers reflect information about tectonism? Are the uplift rate datasets
spatially and temporally correlable to topographic parameters such as mean

elevation, the hypsometric integral and the steepness index? Does the topography
of the Coast Ranges demonstrate steady-state conditions via range-scale

topographic measures on a scale of the entire mountain range or smaller regions of
the study area?
Bedrock structure indicates that high topography directly correlates with

more resistant volcanic rocks. However, it is not entirely clear from the crosssection whether the rock type or the tectonic events that brought the more resistant
rocks up control the structural form.
The analysis of knickpoints in river longitudinal profiles associated with
lithologic changes shows that:

1) Rivers in the northern region show only nominal controls on profile
form due to lithologic changes,

2) Rivers in the central region only show lithologic controls on profile
forms when contacts between the volcanic Siletz River units and
sedimentary Tyee Formation are crossed,

3) A strong rock type control is exerted by rock type in the south-central
region and,

4) The southern region shows no significant relation between lithologic
changes and profile knickpoints.
These results suggest that, in regions where uplift rate is relatively high, changes in

rock type do not significantly influence profile form.
By way of quantitative measures such as the hypsometric integral, drainage
density, concavity and the steepness index, this research shows that:

1) The hypsometric integral and steepness index do not show a strong

relationship to uplift rate datasets, though in other tectonically-active
environments these parameters have shown correlations to uplift,

2) Concavity is not constant for the entire Coast Ranges and has an

average value of 0 = 0.70,

3) Low values of the hypsometric integral and drainage density indicate
that processes that control Coast Range evolution are acting quite

differently in the central region and may be related to extremely low
uplift rates and/or a change in uplift rate over the last 100,000 years.

Since river parameters measured in the Coast Ranges do not relate with the uplift
datasets it seems likely that these uplift datasets to not accurately characterize

vertical deformation in the Coast Ranges and is likely due to the fact that
subduction zones experience periods of uplift punctuated by periods of subsidence,

there is an along-river gradient in uplift rate and the uplift rate datasets are not

temporally sufficient to explain landscape evolution.

Modeling river longitudinal profiles using a stream-power model in the
Coast Ranges may be inappropriate, because of knickpoints, lack of uplift rate

information, the importance of bedrock variability and the determination that a
variable concavity is seen within the study area. Moreover, it appears that
researchers studying topographic evolution in complex tectonic settings such as
forearc regions of subduction zones will need to incorporate non steady-state

conditions due to strain accumulation and release. The use of uplift data measured

in subduction zones should be examined very critically since it is not wellunderstood how short-term deformation at the earthquake-cycle scale translates to

long term deformation and rate of uplift in the upper plate.
Finally, this research suggest that it is highly unlikely that the Coast Ranges
are in steady state due to the nature of uplift at a subduction zone plate boundary.

Moreover, rock type can exhibit a strong enough control on river profile evolution

that erosion is likely to be significantly controlled by differential erosion of rocks
with varying resistances, not uplift rate.
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APPENDIX A: RIVER LONGITUDINAL PROFILES WITH GEOLOGIC
CONTACTS
The following appendix contains river longitudinal profiles of 51 Oregon

Coast Range and Klamath Mountain rivers. Geologic contacts from the 1:500,000
Oregon geologic map (Walker and Macleod, 1991) were plotted on the map view
of the river profiles by importing Arcview shapefiles of the Oregon geology into
Rivertools 2.4 and determining where contacts intersected the rivers using the utm-

x and y coordinates. The contacts were then superimposed on the river longitudinal
profiles of each river. The unit labels are the same as the 1;500,000 geologic map
(Walker and Macleod, 1991)(see Appendix D). Faults on the profiles are heavy
solid and dashed lines. Some information about the style, strike and dip-direction
of fault is indicated on some profiles. The nomenclature is as follows:
Normal/reverse xxx-xx

denotes a normal or reverse fault with a strike of xxx
and a dip direction of xx.
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APPENDIX B: SLOPE-AREA DATA FOR THE 51 COAST RANGE RIVERS

Appendix B contains the longitudinal profile, the area-distance plot and the
best-fit slope-area calculations for each of the 51 Coast Range rivers. The
longitudinal profile also has a dark gray/blue line that represents the best-fit
concavity for the corresponding slope-area fit. The matlab codes used to calculate
produce the slope-area, concavity and steepness data are from Noah Snyder and

Eric Kirby, used with their permission. The nomenclature for the data values in the
lower left-hand corner of the slope-area plot is as follows:

m/n 1 = The concavity index calculated from the best-fit line through the slope-area
data.

uknl = The ks value calculated using the concavity value, m/nI.
R2 = The r-squared value for the the slope-area fit.
m/n2 = The average concavity for the entire Coast Ranges (0.70).

ukn2 = The k, value calculated from the average concavity value (m/n2 = 0.70).
This value is the steepness index for the given river.
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APPENDIX C: HYPSOMETRY

The hypsometry plots in Appendix C are divided into two sections: Area
vs. altitude plots of each river basin and area vs. altitude for sedimentary and

volcanic rocks in the northern and central/south-central regions. The rock type

hypsometry plots were produced using Arcinfo and Rivertools. In Arcinfo,
polygons from the 1:500,000 Oregon geologic map (Walker and Macleod, 1991)

were grouped into single polygons of either sedimentary or volcanic rocks. Small
mapped rock bodies were ignored. Then, DEM grids were "clipped" along the georeferenced polygon line of the sedimentary and volcanic polygons. The remaining
grid is a DEM of the topography that is underlain by either sedimentary rocks or
volcanic rocks.
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APPENDIX D: STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF MORPHOLOGIC, TECTONIC
AND LTTHOLOGIC PARAMETERS USING A MULTIVARIATE METHOD OF
CORRELATION

The goal of this statistical analysis was to determine if there were notable

relationships between topography, river profiles (river relief, concavity and

steepness), uplift rate and rock type. This multivariate analysis is separated into 5
segments: the Coast Ranges, and the northern, central, south-central and southern
regions individually.
Previous research using this method of correlation has been used to argue

for a relationship between relief and uplift rate (Merritts and Vincent, 1989;

Hurtrez et al., 1999). Hurtrez et al (1999) also found a significant correlation

between mean elevation and the hypsometric integral with uplift rate. Pearson
linear correlation coefficients with values of r > ±0.50 are considered significant.

Although, several parameters are presented, the discussion focuses on correlations
between mean elevation, relief, hypsometric integral, concavity and steepness
versus uplift rates, incision rate, rock mass strength (rms), and river relief.
The Coast Ranges

Mean elevation correlates with coastal geodetic uplift rates but does not
correlate significantly with rock mass strength or any of the rivers parameters for

the entire Coast Ranges (Table D-1). The hypsometric integral shows no

relationship with uplift rate. Concavity is apparently independent of the
topographic, lithologic and tectonic parameters. Steepness, which Snyder et al
(2000) and Kirby and Whipple (2001) have argued to correlate with uplift rate are

independent at the scale of the entire Coast Ranges. Rock type, however, is quite
variable along the length of the Coast Ranges and most likely influences these data.
Another important relationship seen for the entire Coast Ranges is between

steepness and river relief. This is expected since steepness is a measure determined
by the y-intercept of slope-area data for each river basin and is, in essence, a
measure of the predicted slope at a drainage area equal to zero. It will be shown,
however, that this relationship is not always observed in the regional areas below.
The Northern Region

Mean elevation correlates weakly with coastal geodetic uplift (r = 0.58) in

the north. The hypsometric integral shows no correlation to uplift rate (Table D-2).
Concavity has a weak correlation with uplift, whereas steepness and uplift do not

correlate. Rock type is quite variable in the northern region and may be influencing
the concavity and steepness values. Steepness and river relief correlate, as would
be expected.

The Central Region

In the central region, mean elevation is weakly inversely correlated with

coastal and valley geodetic uplift (Table D-3). This is the only region where
geodetic uplift is inversely related to marine terrace uplift rates. The hypsometric
integral shows a strong correlation to uplift rate and rock type, whereas the
hypsometric integral is inverse-correlated with marine terrace uplift. Concavity

shows a weak inverse-correlation with rock mass strength. Steepness does not

correlate with uplift (possibly a rock-type phenomena) but does correlate with river
relief.
The South-Central Region

Mean elevation and relief derived from the DEM correlate with both coastal

geodetic and marine terrace uplift rates (Table D-4). The hypsometric integral does
not correlate with uplift rate. Concavity is independent of uplift rate and rock type.
Steepness does not correlate with uplift, eventhough the rock type is relatively
homogenous. Note that steepness does not correlate with river relief.
The Southern Region

In the southern region, mean elevation does not correlate with coastal

geodetic uplift rate, but does correlate with rock strength (Table D-5). Mean

elevation and relief from the DEM are inversely related to marine terrace uplift.
The hypsometric integral correlates with rock strength and is inversely correlated to

coastal geodetic uplift rate. Both rock strength and steepness are inversely
correlated with geodetic uplift. Steepness and river relief do not correlate.
Discussion of Concavity, Steepness and the Statistical Analysis

Concavity seems to be independent of topographic, tectonic and lithologic

parameters. Yet, at the same time it is not constant in the study area. This could be
due to a combination of spatially variable uplift and rock type. However, it also
does not appear to be a constant in the south-central region where rock type is more
homogeneous.

The steepness data shows some correlation with uplift in the northern and
central regions. However, variations in lithology could contribute to the scatter.
Where rock type is heterogenous, it is potentially meaningless that k, is correlated

with uplift. However, in the south-central region, where the rock type is entirely
sedimentary (arguably homogeneous), steepness does not correlate with uplift.
Since the steepness index eliminates the variability due to basin size, scaling
discrepancies cannot explain the lack of correlation with uplift in the south-central
region.

As was argued by Kelsey et al (1994), mean elevation generally correlates
with the coastal geodetic uplift rates along the length of the Coast Ranges.

However, when analyzed by subregions, mean elevation does not correlate with
either marine terrace or coastal geodetic uplift rates in the central and southern

regions. Moreover, coastal geodetic uplift is inversely correlated to mean elevation
in the central region, and marine terrace uplift rates are inversely correlated to mean

elevation in the southern region. In the central region the geodetic uplift rates are

inversely-correlated with the marine terrace uplift rates. The inverse correlation
may support the previous interpretation that the topography of the central region is

not in equilibrium because the tectonic scenario that built the topography to its
present state is no longer acting on the region. Thus, the topographic regime is

experiencing a change to a significantly different tectonic scenario. This, would
lead to a dynamic topographic system that is attempting to adjust to the change.

Yet, the alluvial rivers show that the adjustment is not yet made.
Although a statistical relationship between uplift rates, mean elevation and

relief from the DEMs in the south-central region is seen, the lack of correlation
between river relief and steepness could be notable. Whereas, in the north and

central regions steepness is an excellent proxy for topographic relief (Fig. 14).

These two parameters should relate since steepness is a projection of the river's

slope at zero area, or, a proxy for the expected drainage basin relief at the drainage

divide where a given river is just beginning. The lack of correlation between river
relief and steepness likely reflects some degree of disequilibrium between the rivers

and the topography (mean elevation and relief). In the south-central region nearly

all the rivers drain from the divide. Thus, the evolution of river profiles in the
south-central region does not mimic the evolution of topography. Steady-state
conditions are not present in the south-central region of the Coast Ranges.

In the south, where uplift rates are the highest and topography is the oldest

(conditions most likely to reflect steady-state, (Willett and Brandon, 2002;
Montgomery, 2001), there is no statistical correlation between geodetic or marine
terrace uplift rates and mean elevation; yet a relation between rock strength and
mean elevation. Moreover, negative correlations between steepness and rock

strength versus coastal geodetic uplift are observed. Thus, it is likely that the
correlation between rock resistance and mean elevation in the southern region is
due to the presence of more resistant rock in the regions where uplift is highest.
This being the case, the statistical approach is biased by these likely coincidental

relationships. Thus, drawing conclusions about controls on topography from a

statistical approach here is difficult at best. However, the earlier knickpoint
analysis showed that rock type was not seen to significantly influence profile form.

In this statistical analysis rock strength did not correlate with the

topographic parameters. The lack of correlation between rock strength and mean
elevation in the may very likely be due to higher uplift rates (discussed later). In
the central region, rms-values are nearly constant because none of the river basins

capture large outcroppings of Siletz River Volcanics around Mary's Peak (see Fig.

7). The non-correlation in the south-central region could be the result of a lack of
rock strength data. There is little variability in the rms values for the south-central
region because most of the data are averages from the same rock type in different

locations. The rms data from Personius (1995) used for the south-central region

was from the Umpqua and Smith River's. No data for the other south-central rivers
was available. Thus, the rms data is relatively constant while, numerically, mean

elevation fluctuates considerably. But, examination of the mean elevation map and
the cross-section shows that very low topography corresponds with entirely

sedimentary units in this region. Thus, a bias from lack of data is inherent in some
of the statistical analyses.
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Table D 1 - Pearson correlation coefficients for the entire Coast Ranges.
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Table D-3 - Pearson Correlation Coefficients for Selected morphometric Parameters in the Central Coast Ranges
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Table D-4 - Pearson Correlation Coefficients for Selected morphometric Parameters in the South-Central Coast Ranges
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Table D-5 - Pearson Correlation Coeffi cients for Selected morphometric Parameters in the Southern Coast Ranges

